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Meeting Minutes:

1. Jeff Spies, Elsevier Negotiator, update and discussion – SCDC survey to fill out after today’s meeting. Need surveys completed by the end of day 5/10/23.
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a. Discussion regarding the length of license (3-5 years).

b. Data privacy/transparency of 3rd party information exchange.

c. Jeff/Beth will share slides from the first workshop with SCDC.

2. Journal package renewals for calendar year end

a. Should priorities identified for Elsevier also be associated with other large renewals? Ex: dropping PA in exchange for lower prices; proposing a database model for Oxford.

b. Principles and guidelines

c. OSTP compliance

d. Some packages coming up for renewal for 2024 include SpringerNature, SAGE, Oxford, Cambridge, etc.

3. Fiscal year-end renewals

a. Oxford: 5% increase, but asked about multiyear contract, but Oxford was not receptive to a decrease in the quote.

b. GW-CUB asked Beth to also note what happens to group renewals if one institution drops the renewal.

c. EBSCO & ProQuest will go out this week. JSTOR has been billed. Mon & Tues of this week will be getting out as many invoices as possible.

4. Google Docs for running agenda and minutes?

a. Share agenda through email before the meeting, add pdf of meeting minutes after the meeting to the listserv and on the coalliance.org website.

b. Could also use it as a pipeline for upcoming renewals.
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c. Security of the google doc: adjust permission for SCDC only.

5. Discussion about a June agenda item to discuss supporting open initiatives available to the library community.
   a. JSTOR Path to Open
   b. Lyrasis OA product

6. Downtime on Prospector:
   a. CUB migrating from Sierra to Folio and will have downtime during migration 6/16-19/23. Prospector downtime is undetermined but anticipate being down during the fall semester. Will pause lending 5/12, pause borrowing 5/19.
   b. U Wy will also have downtime on Prospector for a migration.